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The F18 traditional style structural fire helmet combines the latest interior 
designs from Pacific Helmets. It comes with a 2 point chinstrap, a fiberglass 
reinforced composite shell and a brass 3D carved eagle front holder.

CERTIFICATION: 

STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTING: NFPA 1971:2018
TECHNICAL RESCUE: NFPA 1951:2013 
EYE PROTECTION: NFPA 1971:2018, ANSI Z87.1

√ Fiberglass reinforced composite shell

Unique full cranium polyurethane liner

2-Point Nomex® chinstrap with quick release 

and postman’s buckles

Brass 3D carved eagle front holder

Premium reflective trim
Flame resistant multi-layer neck protector

One Touch Eye Protector (OTEP
TM

)

6-Point ribbon suspension system with 

padded air mesh

Metal rear storage hanger

Ratchet adjustable headband

Standard colors: gloss finish: black, red, candy apple 
red, white, yellow, satin finish: satin red, satin black, 
satin white, satin yellow*
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*Other helmet colors may be available at additional lead time and cost.



The F18 traditional style structural fire helmet 
combines the latest interior designs from Pacific 
Helmets. It comes with a 2 point chinstrap, a 
fiberglass reinforced composite shell and a brass 
3D carved eagle front holder.

PACIFIC F18

The F15 jet style fire helmet combines 
Pacific’s unique DuPont™ Kevlar and Fiberglass 
reinforced composite shell technology with an 
advanced polymer chassis to revolutionize your 
firefighting experience.

The F6 modern style fire helmet can be fitted 
with a One Touch Eye Protector™ (OTEP) and/or 
an external face shield. Additionally it comes 
with a 2 point chinstrap, a fiberglass reinforced 
composite shell and an optional on-off base for 
mounting a torch.
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PACIFIC F15

PACIFIC F6

The R5SL lightweight multi-purpose helmet 
offers a slightly longer cap style shell which 
enables it to fit a wider range of head sizes. 

PACIFIC R5SL


